BATTISTINI LEADING
AXLE FORK LEGS.
Designed and
manufactured in the
USA!

The vehicle must be securely
blocked to prevent it from
dropping or tipping when the forks
are removed. Failure to do
so can cause serious damage and or
injury.

While the installation of Our
leading Axle Fork Leg Kit
will not
change the compressed
length of the front
forks, we have found that
some bikes may not have
adequate clearance
between the fender,
fairing and or
accessories. So we
recommend, with the fork
springs removed from
both forks, re-install the
forks, fender, wheel and
anything else you may
have removed and lift the
front forks, or lower the
bike to completely
compress the front forks.
With the forks fully
compressed, check for
adequate clearance
between the tire, fender,
fairing, crash bar,
accessories, etc. while
turning left to right lock to lock. You must
correct any clearance
issues prior to installing
this kit to avoid vehicle
damage and or vehicle
control problems.

Read all the instructions
carefully before installing this kit
on your motorcycle. Use your
factory authorized service manual
as a reference while installing

Changing the chassis and
or suspension on any
vehicle will change the
handling characteristics

Thank you for purchasing our
leading Axle fork legs we have
invested a lot of time and effort in
bringing you the finest product in
the market place.
Caution:
Removing and replacing fork
components must be performed by a
qualified mechanic or according to
steps outlined in a factory
authorized professional service
manual that relates to your
particular make, model and year
motorcycle. Special tools may be
needed. Please read all
instructions before beginning this
procedure. If you lack any of the
tools or resources or are
uncertain about any part of the
procedure, then have the work done
by a qualified mechanic.

Leading Axle™
Lower Fork Legs
Patent Pending

Step 1.

Step 6.

Support and lift the motorcycle
securely so the front wheel is off
the
ground. The lift point should be

Install new front wheel & rotors
with correct spacing and ABS
sensor if fitted. Apply a small
amount of anti-seize grease to axle,
axle should be fitted from right
side of motorcycle as per stock set
up. Tightern to factory spec
(50FLBS) If using aftermarket
bearing in your wheel you may need
to purchase a plug in module to
reset ABS system. (Leading axle
legs are designed to utilize stock
spacing) Apply Blue Loctite to the
¼”Axle Clamp pinch bolts x4 and
tighten. (12 FLBS) Double check
these as they will loosen it clamps.
Press on end cap.

Step 2.
Remove Front Calipers and leave
attached to brake line wrap in
cloth or bubble wrap to protect.
(Do not pull brake lever)
Step 3.
Remove Front Fender and front
wheel. Take note of position and
direction of any Spacers and ABS
sensor if fitted. Remove Fork Legs.
Step 4.
Disassemble leg per factory
manual and install stock
internals into New Leading Axle
Fork Leg at this time you can
choose to lower or upgrade your
suspension and replace fork oil.

Step 5.
Install New Leading Axle Fork
Legs into Motorcycle, ( Leading
Axle Fork Legs are the same for
both left and right.

Step 7.
Install front fender WHEN USING
STOCK FRONT FENDER USE TOP
HOLE ON FRONT BOLT AND LOWER
HOLE ON REAR BOLT ( this ensures
correct fender angle), confirm
adequate tire clearance Apply
Blue Loctite to the supplied 5/16”
pinch bolts x4 and tighten (24 FLBS)
Double check these.
Step 8.
Reinstall front Calipers and
install supplied brake line
extensions if required. Use stock
banjo bolt with bleeder in caliper
and use the new banjo bolt
supplied to connect line to
extension. Allow fluid to run
through and slacken bleed nipple
making sure there is enough fluid
in brake reservoir.

Tighten nipple once fluid is evident.
Top up reservoir and pump up brake
lever. Bleed each side again until
satisfactory brake is achieved. DO
NOT ALLOW FLUID TO COME IN
CONTACT WITH SURFACE. IF THIS
SHOULD HAPPEN REMOVE
IMMEDIATELY AS IT WILL CAUSE
DAMAGE . Spin front wheel and
confirm there is no binding and that
the brake operates correctly.
Step 9.
Lower bike on to ground and check
ride height, tire clearance,
suspension movement and brake
operation.
Step 10.
Use a clean polishing cloth and good
quality wax to polish the legs and
this will help protect them from
road debris and adverse weather
conditions.
Go to Battistinis.com to register
your product.
Thanks again for your purchase and
safe riding.
For any Technical assistance
contact Battistinis @
TEL: 949 415 7728 or 925 719 5941
Email Info@BattistinisUSA.com

